
Title: Length of Daylight 
 

Objective: Collect and organize data to identify patterns in the amount of daylight 

Minnesota receives at different times of the year. 

Time: 30 minutes 

Materials Needed: Minnesota Weatherguide Environment™ Calendar, chart 

paper for class bar graph (or line graph) and student journals. 

 

Directions: 

1. Complete discussion question #1. 

2. Use Freshwater’s Minnesota Weatherguide Environment™ Calendar or other source to find sunrise and sunset times for summer 

and winter solstice. Figure out the number of daylight hours and minutes on those two days. Graph the results.    

3. Complete discussion question #2. Calculate elapsed time for those two days and graph results on class graph and in student jour-

nals. 

4. In journals, students write their birthdate and make a prediction of number of daylight hours/minutes on that day. Assign task of 

finding sunrise and sunset on their birthday and figure out elapsed time. Eventually all student dates will be graphed on class 

graph and copied onto student graphs.  

5. Looking at class graph, choose some other dates and ask students to predict number of daylight hours. How would a graph look if 

we lived in South America? Why? What evidence can we use to prove this?                                                           

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. In Minnesota when do we have our longest days? Why? Tell (or ask) students that the longest day is called the summer solstice 

and it occurs between June 20-22. Predict how much daylight we have on that day. When do we have our shortest days? Why? 

Winter solstice occurs either December 21-22. Ask students to predict how long that day is. (Write predictions in journal). 

2. When do we have equal amounts of day and night? Why? Explain equinox days (March 19-21 and Sept. 22-24). 

 

 Interdisciplinary Lesson 
 Theme: Astronomy 
 Topic: Seasons 
 Suggested Grade Level: 3-5 
 Indoors or Outdoors: Indoors 

102 



Science and Engineering Practices:  
4. Analyzing and interpreting data; 5. Using mathematics and computational thinking; 8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating 

information. 

Crosscutting Concept: 
1. Patterns; 2. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Earth and Space Sciences: ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe. 

 

Background Information: 
● The Earth is divided into two hemispheres by the equator. 

● The two hemispheres have opposite seasons. (Summer/Winter, Spring/Autumn) 

● The hemisphere (Northern or Southern) tilted closest to the sun will be the warmest because it gets more direct rays of sunlight 

for a longer part of the day and have longer daylight hours. 

● In Northern Hemisphere, June 20-22 (summer solstice) has the most daylight hours and December 21-22 (winter solstice) has the 

least amount of daylight hours. March 19-21 (spring equinox) and Sept. 22-24 (fall equinox) have equal amounts of daylight and 

dark hours because of direct sunlight at the equator. 

 

Additional Resources: 
● The Reasons For Seasons, by Gail Gibbons 

● Our Solar System, by Seymour Simon 

 

Correlates with: 
Greeting - Rotate, Rotate, Revolve (p. 30) 

Activity - Rotate and Revolve: Earth’s Movements (p. 65) 


